I. **Required** (18 hours)

F L 2050  _____ (3) Say What? Language in Mind & Society
F L 3010  _____ (3) Second Language Acquisition *(Pre: 2 years foreign language; FL 2050 or ENG 3610)*
F L 3020  _____ (3) Language, Society, & the Teaching of ESL *(Pre: 2 years foreign language; FL 2050 or ENG 3610)*

F L 4550  _____ (3) Structure of Modern English for TESL *(Pre: 2 years foreign language; FL 2050 or ENG 3610)*
OR
ENG 3300  _____ (3) Applied Grammar

F L 4551*  _____ (3) Materials & Methods in TESL *(Pre: 2 years foreign language; FL 2050 or ENG 3610)*
OR
ENG 3120  _____ (3) Writing and Law

F L 4555  _____ (3) Practicum in TESL

*Spanish and French teaching majors may substitute ___CI/ FL 3120 (6) Teaching Foreign Languages for FL 4551 and FL 4555.*